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Change Number:
Uxxx/1

Title:
Missing "_" in MI Factory names

Qualifier:
Major Technical

Rationale:
The MI Factory names are of the form "...Create<mi-type>..." whereas all existing implementations are of the form "...Create_<mi-type>...". This was an error in the specification.

Change:
Change every occurrence of Create<mi-type> to Create_<mi-type> throughout the document.

Change Number:
Uxxx/2

Title:
Incorrect description of Return Value

Qualifier:
Major Technical

Rationale:
The CMPIBrokerExtFT.resolveFileName function has an incorrect description of the return value.

Change:
In section 8.9, on the CMPIBrokerExtFT.resolveFileName() manual page, change the RETURN VALUE to:

RETURN VALUE

The returned wchar* pointer points to the complemented library name in native OS format. This memory does not need to be freed as it is tracked internally by CMPI.

End of Corrigendum